Part 2 starts with two articles that address radar-based sensing technologies. The first article, "Automotive Radars," by Patole et al., provides a tutorial overview on signal processing techniques used in radar sensing in automobiles. In "Ad vances in Automotive Radar," Engels et al. focus on computationally efficient algorithms to support high-resolution frequency estimation in automotive radar applications.
Given the importance of communication capabilities and location information for users on the move, Schwarz et al. As a picture is worth 1,000 words, this guest editorial includes a visual summary consisting of figures selected from articles in both parts in this two-part special issue.
driver monitoring technologies behind making localization available, reliable, and scalable anywhere and at any time.
enhanced user interface in Automobiles
Signal processing is also in the heart of keeping automobiles running and enabling greener automobiles. These aspects are surveyed in the article "DSP Applications in Engine Control and Onboard Diagnostics" by Wu and Naik. Once again, we welcome you to explore these articles, as well as the field of signal processing for vehicular 
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